Ly6 cam

The LY6 engine is a 6. For marketing purposes, it was also known as the Vortec The engine
specs and information listed here is for a stock LY6 engine. These motors are capable of
making a lot of horsepower, and respond well to upgrades like turbos, superchargers, high-flow
cylinder heads, intake systems, cams, and nitrous oxide. Read : LY6 6. Summit Racing has
created a series of comprehensive guides for each engine in the LS family, so engine builders
and tuners can have a handy reference for their projects. This guide is specifically about the GM
LY6. Building a 6. Want to change out dish Pistons with flat tops. My question is I want to use a.
Is there going to be a valve to piston clearance problem? Pingback: LY6 6. Excellent post. I was
checking constantly this blog and I am impressed! I was seeking this particular info for a very
long time. For most recent news you have to pay a visit web and on the web I found this web
page as a best site for latest updates. I got this web page from my buddy who informed me
about this web site and now this time I am browsing this website and reading very informative
posts here. Good information. Lucky me I recently found your website by accident
stumbleupon. I have book-marked it for later! Can you tell me if it would work or recommend
another cam? Some in my Hummer club have successfully done this and typically go through
and build up their transmissions at the same time. I plan to do the same. Is it that they got L92
heads and a car intake manifold? I am looking to either buy a crate engine with a warranty or
totally rebuild one. If I go the rebuild route I would want to consider light mods that add perhaps
HP but retain or improve excellent reliability. Looking to stick to around HP and bulletproof.
Pingback: L96 6. I am looking to do a ls swap in my oldsmobile dynamic I really need assistance
for this one. Your email address will not be published. Your Website. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam.
Learn how your comment data is processed. Summit Racing Equipment. Bore Dia. Stroke 3.
Deck Height 9. Bore Spacing 4. Cam Housing Bore Dia. Cam-to-Crank Centerline 4. Connecting
Rod Housing Bore 2. Crankshaft Rod Journal Dia. Reluctor Wheel 58X. Exhaust Valve Diameter
1. Pushrod Length 7. Author: OnAllCylinders Staff. I have a 6. OnAllCylinders Staff says: March
30, at am. Johnny Case says: April 27, at pm. Dewayne knowles says: March 2, at am. Daftar
Togel says: December 11, at am. Agen Togel says: December 11, at am. Wonderful post but I
was wanting to know if you could write a litte more on this topic? Thank you! Situs Togel says:
December 11, at am. Thank you and good luck. Lan says: December 11, at pm. Agen togel says:
December 11, at pm. Agen Togel says: December 11, at pm. Situs Togel says: December 11, at
pm. Lance says: December 13, at am. Richard Vonderhaar says: February 28, at pm. Rob in
Colorado says: July 9, at pm. Any advice? Frederick Hickling says: July 24, at pm. Leave a
Reply Cancel Your email address will not be published. For all but a few of us, if given the
choice between a smaller motor and a larger one, we'd choose the larger one. Of course, this
assumes cost is not a factor, but the things we want most usually end up costing more, right?
Such is the case when talk turns to choosing between a 5. If we were looking to build a cheap
turbo motor, we'd opt for the smaller 5. By adding a cam and boost to a 5. Why you ask? The
reason is obvious. Bigger motors simply make more power. The extra power and torque offered
by the 6. When it comes to torque, displacement is king, and no amount of cam timing or head
porting will ever allow a 5. The question then becomes, if a 6. Here is a tip for LS enthusiasts out
there. If the question ever arises about how to make an LS better, your go-to response should
always be swap the cam! Sure, cylinder heads and intake manifolds are most welcome
especially on cathedral-port applications , but their gains are all but dependant on the presence
of wilder-than-stock cam timing. Since the LS was factory fortified with ample displacement,
compression, and head flow especially anything with rec-port heads like our LY6 , they are
basically begging for more cam timing. While a cam upgrade can make significant power gains,
there is usually a trade-off inherent in the additional peak power. Cam swaps, especially serious
performance grinds, are almost always a case of no free lunch. The potential for massive
top-end power gains exist, but the typical plus hp cam swap often comes with a torque-loss
penalty. For many, the ideal situation is a cam swap that combines plenty of peak power without
sacrificing low-speed torque. In fact, the mark of a successful cam swap is a grind that offers
what we call the "trifecta. Well, for our needs, the trifecta means the cam upgrade does three
things: it increases the peak power, it fattens up the peak torque, and it does both with no loss
anywhere in the power curve. Achieving one of the elements is easy, combining two gets more
difficult, but the trifecta requires selection of just the right cam for the combination. To see if we
could manage the trifecta, we set up a test with our 6. For those unfamiliar with the LY6, the LS
motor featured a 4. For our test, we were only interested in the 6. What we wound up with was a
near-stock 6. With our baseline taken care of, it was time for cam selection. Achieving more
peak power and more peak torque was not terribly difficult, but doing so without hurting power
anywhere else meaning down at lower engine speeds was the real trick. This TrackMax cam
offers a. A healthy cam to be sure, we just hoped it worked well with the free-flowing, rec-port

heads and 6. The dyno soon put our fears to rest, as the cam swap on the LY6 netted
impressive gains. The peak power output was hp at 5, rpm, while peak torque was up to lb-ft of
torque at 4, rpm. For those keeping score, that's more HP and torque than a stock LS7, yet a full
liter smaller. So far, we had achieved two elements, but only if they came with no loss would we
achieve the trifecta. A peek at the power curves revealed that the TrackMax cam had indeed
improved the power output through the entire rev range, with gains coming as low as 3, rpm.
Everyone likes big power and big torque, but you know you have selected the right came when
you hit the trifecta! Stock 6. Run with Hooker headers and a 92mm cable-driven throttle body,
the LS3-headed 6. Torque production exceeded lb-ft for a 1,rpm spread; no wonder they used
this motor on HD truck applications! After installation of the TFS TrackMax cam, the power
output increased to hp at 5, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm. Note that both peak power and
torque increased, and that the cam swap improved power through the entire rev range. Close
Ad. Richard Holdener Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. We have seen it happen
again and again, but no matter how many times you see the impressive power gains offered by
a cam swap on an LS application, it never gets old. The go-to LS for most enthusiasts remains
the venerable 5. Used in millions of GM truck applications, the workhorses are available in
droves at local wrecking yards. Blessed with adequate displacement, compression and head
flow, the 5. What you have in the factory LS, is a motor that possesses everything else it needs
besides adequate cam timing. The combination of sufficient displacement, adequate head flow
and a good intake manifold mean all that is missing is a good cam. As good as these little 5. The
answer to this question is yes, but a 6. The 6. The most prevalent seem to be the LQ4, but these
only came equipped with iron heads in The slightly higher compression LQ9 versions with
flat-top pistons offered a tad more power, but things started to get serious for truck owners
once GM introduced the rectangular-port heads on the 6. To put things into perspective, the
switch from the already-good, cathedral-port used on the LQ4 and LQ9 motors to the heads on
the LY6 and L76 variants, resulted in an increase in airflow of cfm per runner! That is a huge
jump in potential power, with no other change. That these later motors also featured higher
compression than the LQ4 and VVT showed that truck engineers were certainly listening to the
needs of truck owners. The question for us was, with the advent of these rec-port headed 6. Out
came the VVT cam and mechanism see photos and in went a standard 6. According to our
research, this cam profile offered identical specs to the VVT version, minus the ability to
advance and retard the cam timing. Run at WOT, the VVT would retard the cam timing slightly to
improve power, but we figured the vast majority of engine-swap applications would opt for the
locked cam anyway. Run on the dyno with the LQ4 cam specs-. After establishing the baseline,
we decided to swap in one of our favorite rec-port cam grinds offered by COMP Cams. The cam
offered a. This cam was getting near the limit of available piston-to-valve clearance with the
factory piston and large valve used on the rec-port heads. Designed with extra exhaust duration
to offset the flow differential between the high-flow intake and standard LS exhaust ports, the
cam has always proven powerful even on cathedral-port applications. In addition to the cam, we
also installed a set of beehive valve springs. The spring upgrade was necessary to provide
adequate spring pressure and coil-bind clearance for the. Swapping the springs was made
simple with the use of a dual-spring compressor. Measured peak to peak, the cam improved the
power output by over hp. The gains were even greater higher in the rev range, as the factory
LQ4 cam fell off rapidly at higher engine speeds. To test the power output of the VVT-equipped
6. Other than the ability to advance and retard the cam, the specs were said to be identical.
Equipped with the fixed stock cam, headers and FAST mm throttle body, the otherwise stock
LY6 produced hp at 5, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm. After installation of the COMP cam, the
power output jumped to hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 5, rpm. The COMP cam and valve
spring upgrade was worth an easy horsepower on this rec-port 6. Sign in. Log into your
account. Forgot your password? Privacy Policy. Password recovery. Recover your password.
Get help. What is a good rec-port cam worth on an LY6 6. Attitude Adjustment: Valve Lash for
Power. NEWS Continue to the category. Load more. Privacy Contact Us. All rights reserved.
JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to
turn on Javascript in your browser. We're still here and ready to ship your orders! Instagram
Facebook Youtube. Shop by. Piston Ring Compressors. Engine Assembly Tools. Oil Testing
Kits. Transmission Tools. View All. Clearance - Unopened. Lightly Used. Open Box Items. Air
Filters. Catch Cans. Cold Air Kits. Intake Manifolds. Throttle Bodies. AN Hose. AN Hose Ends.
Weld On Fittings. Camshaft Kits. Oil Coolers. Accessory Brackets. Coilpack Relocation. Engine
Covers. Valve Covers. Bare Cylinder Heads. Bare Cylinder Heads With Valves. Complete
Cylinder Heads. Trunnion Components. VVT Components. Connecting Rods. Harmonic
Balancers. Piston Rings. Rotating Assemblies. Timing Components. ECU Kits. Relays and
Wiring Boards. Harmonic Balancer Bolts. Misc Engine Fasteners. Misc Fasteners By Size. Rod

Bolts. Flex Fuel Kits. Fuel Filters. Fuel Injectors. Fuel Pressure Regulators. Fuel Pumps. Fuel
System Wiring and Modules. Fuel Tanks. Head Gaskets. Header Gaskets. Oil Pan Gaskets. Axle
Back Systems. Catback Systems. Complete Systems. Longtube Headers. Shorty Headers. Turbo
Headers. LS Swap Exhaust. Ignition Coils. Nitrous Bottles. Nitrous Kits. Engine Oil. Oil Fittings.
Head Units. Supercharger Kits. Coilover Kits. Clutch Hydraulics. Clutch Kits. Torque
Converters. Misc Components. Turbo Flanges. Misc Accessories. V-Band Kits. Valve Locks.
Valve Seals. Valve Spring Kits. Valve Spring Locators. Valve Spring Retainers. Valve Spring
Shims. Valve Springs. Language Brian Tooley Racing. Until normal operations are restored,
overnight delivery cannot be guaranteed. As weather and carrier operations permit, BTR will
ship all packages as soon as feasible. We appreciate your patience. In-store pickup is currently
available by appointment only. Please call opt. Our package carriers have informed us that
COVID related logistics issues combined with unusually high package volumes are likely to
cause shipping delays and extended lead times. As such, subject to changing conditions and
other constraints, we are currently shipping as usual. However, some customers and vendors
are experiencing carrier delays ranging from business days and carriers are limiting delivery
guarantees. Customers should factor these potential delays into their expectations and plan
accordingly. We appreciate your patience and ask that you take note of your tracking message
estimated delivery date before contacting BTR customer service. If you have not received your
order or an order tracking update within 10 business days, please contact us at
customerservice briantooleyracing. Home Page. L83 5. Got A Question? Contact Us. Btr
Youtube Let's Go. Ride Along Briantooleyracing. Sign up to our newsletter and save. Email
Address. Register here. Forgot Password. Confirm Password Password must be at least 8
characters. First Name. Last Name. Log in. LY6 vs LS3 differences?? Nov 30, 1. Messages: 26,
Likes Received: 6. Last edited: Nov 30, Nov 30, 2. Messages: 1, Likes Received: 0. I was
wondering the same thing with the LM7. So, what is the difference? Nov 30, 3. Messages: Likes
Received: 7. I'm no expert, but after looking into options prior to going with the LS3, this is my
take on it. Either way, it is about a whole point of compression more, plus it has lighter valves.
Both of those things work with a bigger cam, which I would guess is the most significant
difference. Also, the intake and exhaust system on the LS3 are probably more conducive to hp
rather than low end torque so that would affect the factory ratings as well. Nov 30, 4. If I'm
wrong somebody please correct me. LS3 is all aluminum with higher compression ratio. The
other engines, LY6 and LM7 is cast iron with a lower ratio. But, LS3 intake and exhause will
work. So, another words other than the weight difference. Nov 30, 5. Messages: Likes Received:
1. Cam and compression ratio. Mill the ly6 looking to gain at least 30hp. Change cam gain
almost I did just a cam swap and made to the tires with a slipping trans would have been closer
to rwhp. If I were to guess it will run low 12's or high 11's with nothing more than a cam swap
and headers. Will find out later this month once I get my trans back. Nov 30, 6. Messages: 85
Likes Received: 0. I thought that 6. If I am not mistaken then there are significant differences
and none of the top end parts will interchange without swapping them all. Not sure though, as I
know nothing about the Ly6. Nov 30, 7. Nov 30, 8. I've been researching these engines a lot also
for my swap. With the money you save on the engine purchase, you can have the heads ported,
swap in a better cam and springs, and if you like, shave the heads to bump compression.
Personally I'd leave the compression alone. It's more pump gas friendly and will lend itself to
responding to the right cam to make the most torque. And after all, it's torque that moves a car
quickly, not horsepower. Dec 1, 9. Messages: 2, Likes Received: Dec 1, I guess it is a matter of
perspective I would say avoid the hassle and don't waste your money on changing intakes and
oil pans, porting the heads, buying lightweight valves and heavier springs, an aftermarket cam,
etc I went with the LS crate engine. It costs more up front, but has the following advantages: It
already has everything needed to make hp. I don't have to experiment and hassle with cams,
springs, valves, etc. It also already has "car" intake, oil pain, etc. It is brand new from GM with a
2-year warranty. It is all-aluminum, so about 65 pounds lighter IIRC. Since it is a GM crate
engine, they make a controller package specifically designed for it, so no need to "tune".
Whether you pay someone to tune professionally, or buy your own software and wide band O2
sensor and do it yourself, it gets pretty expensive. Granted, I suppose a custom tune on a dyno
might still help a little, but I would expect that the factory tune is pretty darn close to ideal--it
DOES make HP, after all. The other side of it is that there is a sense of "adventure" in getting a
used truck engine and making it work, but for me, I have more than enough other challenges
with this swap to keep me occupied. Aces, I know you have already done this swap before, so
you may see it differently than I do. That is why I say it is a matter of perspective. You must log
in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email
address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is:
Forgot your password? When talking upgrades for LS platform engines we commonly hear of

enthusiasts mix-matching stock GM components from various LS engines. The cast iron 5.
Ditching the stock cam in favor of a hotter, compatible OE GM cam not only saves money, it
also improves performance. Several of these OE cams have the ability to multiply power output
significantly. The LQ9 is an extremely popular junkyard engine swap. This is the GM LS9 cam
which is popular for boosted applications. Image via Lingenfelter. Depending on the application,
you want a camshaft that is going to meet the needs of your vehicle. It is important to study the
characteristics of the stock GM cams and select the appropriate one to satisfy the needs of your
application. We are going to examine four of the most commonly swapped cams options from
GM. Any of these can be purchased new or used on the internet or via your local GM dealer.
Before sourcing the sought after cam, there are a few considerations that need to take place. A
common solution is to upgrade to beehive valve springs or convert to a dual-spring setup.
Lingenfelter dual-spring and lightweight retainers for LSx applications â€” permitting the use of
higher lift camshafts. Reducing the likelihood of valve float and keeping valve spring
frequencies in check. Roller rockers are an upgrade worth considering, but not always a
requirement. With a stock cam upgrade, the original cast steel rockers will do the job in most
street applications. Some other considerations that need to take place are where the cam
sensor mounts and the number of bolts the cam requires for installation. Also the cam sensor
pickup or signal generating marks on the cam gear. The LS2 uses a cam sensor mounted in the
front and a single-bolt, while the LSA and LS3 also have a single-bolt but, require a front cover
to accept the cam sensor. The LS9 cam uses a three-bolt design, which can be converted for
use in a single-bolt setup utilizing an aftermarket conversion kit i. The early LS1 and LS6
engines use a rear mount cam sensor and employ a three-bolt design. Almost all of the cam
grinds will work well in naturally aspirated or boosted applications, but some perform better
than others in specific applications. The LS9 cam thrives in boosted applications; evident from
the higher exhaust lift and increased LSA or smaller overlap. This makes sense, being that the
LS9 engine is supercharged from the factory, used for the ZR1 Corvette. GM PN GM PN No
reluctor teeth are on the timing chain gear since the camshaft position sensor is at the back of
the block GM PN Image and information via Lingenfelter. No matter the application, GM provides
an excellent selection of stock cams for your street or track build. This article serves as a basic
guide. When choosing a cam for your application, stock or aftermarket, it is pertinent to choose
an appropriate cam. Build your own custom newsletter with the content you love from Chevy
Hardcore, directly to your inbox, absolutely FREE! We will safeguard your e-mail and only send
content you request. We'll send you the most interesting Chevy Hardcore articles, news, car
features, and videos every week. We promise not to use your email address for anything but
exclusive updates from the Power Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors Advertising. News
All News New Products. What is Pro Touring? Latest News. New Products. More Stories.
Hardcore Chevys in your Inbox. Subscribe Now. We think you might like No thanks. Drag
Racing. Engine Tech. Discussion in ' High Tech Retrofits ' started by ddc , Jun 16, Jun 16, 1.
Messages: Likes Received: Jun 16, 2. Messages: 26, Likes Received: 6. LY6 Read up on the
head flow differences. Heads CFM Flow are where you make the power. Last edited: Jun 16, Jun
17, 3. Any input guys? Thanks aces!! Jun 17, 4. Messages: 2, Likes Received: 2. Jun 18, 5. Jun
18, 6. Messages: 2, Likes Received: I wouldn't use an iron block if you plan to auto-x the car.
You'll be adding lbs to the front of the car vs using an aluminum block. There's only so much
you can do with springs, sway bars, and shock valving to counteract the extra weight on the
nose of the car. I have physically weighed the 6. Jun 18, 7. Messages: 11, Likes Received: Last
edited: Jun 19, Jun 19, 8. Messages: 35 Likes Received: 0. Jun 19, 9. Messages: Likes Received:
2. Cam swap it while it is out. Best thing to do is find a good deal on a known or warrantied
motor that's complete. The fuel system is one area where you can go crazy or K. I have no input
about the trans Jun 19, VVT doesn't affect overlap and duration, it just adjusts the cam phase
angle advanced or retarded. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content.
Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Remember Me? What's
New? Page 1 of 3 1 2 3 Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 20 of Thread Tools Show Printable
Version. I have been running the Ly6 in my Sorento for a while now. I was attributing the high
RPM power brake up to a possible fuel pressure issue. I now have a fully capable pump and
pressure regulator but still have the issue. It basically falls on it's face above maybe 4k. If I let
off the throttle a little it actually feels faster!! I had been suggested that it was possibly VVT
timing related? I gave it a shot and it seemed to work better. However I want to dial this in the
right way I would very much appreciate it! I was adjusting the "Intake Camshaft Base Angle". I
read this was the tab It wasn't meant to be a performance tune and i have had to make some
changes just to get it reliably driveable. These don't show the changes i made while tinkering
with things. I too start retarding the cam timing much lower around rpm and ramp it up higher.

The cam spark timing or the camshaft position? He knew I had the LS3 intake. I will have to
check them out. Last time I did a log I had no knock and good timing. I totally agree with his
recommendation. You could start the retard even lower. Stock LY6s feel kinda weak until the
cam retard kicks in at Your light rig with a 6. It is strange that yours is falling on its face at I am
concerned that the ignition advance on your 4th table above will not work well with the new cam
mapping though. You might be getting major knock retard by or so. LY6 don't have really low
timing built into their main ignition tables then add it through these other tables. If your initial
tune has additional timing in the high octane table it might not combine well. Probably best to
post your tune and a log of it having the issues you refer to. You are totally welcome. Hope it
helps. The 6L90E's 4. That is like a 4L80E with 5. Some of the soggy response is likely from
Torque Management. The computer gets very involved Other contributors are the massive
intake ports on those heads Yeah, if you have LS3 injectors LY6 injector info would really throw
things off. Once we see your tune and log we will see what else can be done to make that
Sorento fly. Here is the log file from that base tune This is an idle and cruise log Stock Street
Drive. I basically compared a Camaro with the base tune i got and modified the VVT perimeters,
fuel, intake size, and some other things to match my intake assembly. Maybe too much cam
timing? This is the tune file.. You can tell me how bad I did The o2 sensors should out to near
nothing at WOT. Do you have a wideband to confirm this? You really really need one here.
Focus on fixing the airflow tables before getting into WOT and timing adjustments. Originally
Posted by 5FDP. As you are coming up lean with both tunes you might be right about the fuel
pressure. This is a very high priority at this point. The tune thinks you have kpa 58 psi. I saw
one other strange thing happen on the Camaro tune log It was almost as if fuel was sloshing
away from the fuel pick-up in the tank. Not sure on that, just seemed like a possible reason. I
think it was a good idea to take LS3 settings for the items that you have changed over to LS3
except for Injector timing. Lots more to say but better to wait to hear about your fuel pressure
situation first. The VCM scanner section has a few write ups on how to adjust the tables, if you
have a wideband you should do it that way but you can still do it with fuel trims as they have it
both ways. Fuel trims are only going to be good for part throttle and medium throttle, a
wideband will be wanted at WOT because in open loop the computer will not be correcting the
fuel for you. Damn unfortunately I don't have a wide band. I would need those on both banks too
correct, in order to get both tuned in perfect? Especially in driving around my neighborhood. Is
it just a lying butt dyno or does it make that huge a difference? You only need one wibeband,
put it in the drivers side. Bank to bank is only going to be a very small difference in AFR if
everything is working properly and the tuning is good. If in the future you wanted to put the
wideband in the passenger side to double check you could do so. I would not know much if it
were not for guys like 5FDP. Best thing to do is read and read on here. And I dare say that they
all probably work but we each develop our preferred way. I think honestly that's the scariest
part sometimes about forums. Lots of people have different views ideas and opinions and
everything and sometimes they're completely and a whole different spectrum. So it can be hard
to know who to trust I guess is the best way to say it. You guys have been fantastic though and
I thank you for all the help you provided so far. I definitely know I can trust your opinions and
suggestions. No worries. We were all there There are still some mysteries for all of us through.
GEN4 has a variety of VE related tables. It was a mathematical nightmare adjusting it On the top
of your tuning page when you open the tune you have File Edit Compare Flash etc. If you click
on Edit, a couple of rows down you will see Virtual Volumetric Efficiency. There are 4 tables
within. I do all of the tables the same on GEN4. It would be nice if I could find some of the
user-friendly guides on here to help you get started but I gotta get back to work right now. GEN3
guides will get you the concepts you need. Will check back in to see how you are doing. Page 1
of 3 1 2 3 Last Jump to page:. All times are GMT The time now is PM. JavaScript seems to be
disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in
your browser. Contact Us. We didn't get the reputation of being "the world's best" on accident
or by replicating someone else's cam designs. Every cam we have ever made was created with
a racer or an automotive enthusiast in mind, perfected by a team of world class engineers,
rigorously tested again and again, and proven on the street or at the race track. Why do we put
so much care into our products? That means that w hether you are looking to do a simple cam
swap in a popular Camaro, Corvette, F-Body, LQ4, LQ9, SUV, or truck engine or you are into
hard-core racing and are looking for something more robust, we have what your LS engine
needs to perform at its best. Stage 1, 2 and 3 cams. We even have cams that are emissions
compliant in all 50 states yes, including California. With a huge inventory of part-numbered
cams available and on the shelf, your quality LS camshaft will be shipped fast and delivered
quickly to your door. Horsepower gains and exceptional performance are just a click away!
Account Sign In Sign Up. Products Camshafts. Valve Springs. Rocker Arms. Internal Engine

Components. Timing Components. External Engine Accessories. Educational Materials.
Company About Us. Master Catalog. New Products. Product Brochures. Cam Lobe Catalog.
CPG Nation. Privacy Policy. Support Information. Warranty Policy. What's New. Warranty
Registration. Tech Center Technical Info. Cam Types. Cam Series. Chrysler Tech Info. Ford Tech
Info. General Motors Tech Info. Lobe Separation Angle. Valve Springs Valve Timing Tutorial.
Valve Train Geometry. Technical Bulletins. Flat Tappet Cam Tech Bulletin. Dyno Sheets. Valve
Spring Chart. Cam Recommendation. Camshaft Sounds. CamQuest Online. Need help finding
what you are looking for? LS1 4. LS2 LS3 Engines. Latest News Read about the newest product
launches from our development team. View More. Email Us. All rights reserved. The A cam
phaser is a computer-controlled cam gear that automatically optimizes camshaft timing based
on the current engine RPM. While this technology provides tremendous efficiency benefits, it
presents a challenge when designing performance cams due to the wide range of valve timing
movement and constantly changing piston-to-valve clearance. With the help of Texas Speed's
Superflow engine dyno, we are able to custom-design camshafts and phaser tuning tables to
allow our VVT truck customers the ability to purchase the ultimate in performance camshafts!
Thanks to the Superflow dyno, Texas Speed is the only company that currently offers a VVT
camshaft with a phaser table included to properly tune the camshaft phaser once
97 ford explorer tail light
mercruiser trailer switch
kawasaki fc420v wiring diagram
it's installed in your truck! The VVT stage 3 camshaft is a great choice for customers looking
for nice power gains while keeping great street manners and full towing capabilities. Our VVT
stage 3 truck camshaft will have a slight lope at idle in 5. This modification provides the
necessary valve clearance for serious performance camshafts with tighter lobe separations
while still utilizing the benefits of the VVT technology. If you have a or early truck, you will need
cam phaser , which is listed as an option. If you have a truck and are unsure as to which cam
phaser you have, you will need to read the part number off of the cam phaser to verify which
one you have. TSP Stage 3 5. View Larger Image. Return Policy. The state of California and
other states with similar laws and regulations prohibits the use of some parts on emissions
vehicles. Please review your cart before checking out to make sure that your parts are legal for
use in California and other states with similar regulations.

